Alendronate treatment alters bone tissues at multiple structural levels in healthy canine cortical bone
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Bisphosphonates are widely used to treat osteoporosis, but have been associated with atypical femoral fractures (AFFs) in the long term, which raises a critical health problem for the aging population. Several clinical studies have suggested that the occurrence of AFFs may be related to the bisphosphonate-induced changes of bone turnover, but large discrepancies in the results of these studies indicate that the salient mechanisms responsible for any loss in fracture resistance are still unclear. Here the role of bisphosphonates is examined in terms of the potential deterioration in fracture resistance resulting from both intrinsic (plasticity) and extrinsic (shielding) toughening mechanisms, which operate over a wide range of length-scales. Specifically, we compare the mechanical properties of two groups of humeri from healthy beagles, one control group comprising eight females (oral doses of saline vehicle, 1 mL/kg/day, 3 years) and one treated group comprising nine females (oral doses of alendronate used to treat osteoporosis, 0.2 mg/kg/day, 3 years). Our data demonstrate treatment-specific reorganization of bone tissue identified at multiple length-scales mainly through advanced synchrotron x-ray experiments. We confirm that bisphosphonate treatments can increase non-enzymatic collagen cross-linking at molecular scales, which critically restricts plasticity associated with fibrillar sliding, and hence intrinsic toughening, at nanoscales. We also observe changes in the intracortical architecture of treated bone at microscales, with partial filling of the Haversian canals and reduction of osteon number. We hypothesize that the reduced plasticity associated with BP treatments may induce an increase in microcrack accumulation and growth under cyclic daily loadings, and potentially increase the susceptibility of cortical bone to atypical (fatigue-like) fractures.
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its hierarchical arrangement of characteristic structural features spanning molecular to macroscopic length-scales. Indeed, fracture resistance in general originates at multiple length-scales; at macroscale dimensions, intrinsic toughening mechanisms resist the initiation and growth of cracks primarily via plasticity acting ahead of a growing crack, whereas at microscale dimensions, extrinsic toughness mechanisms act to impede the crack growth primarily by crack-tip shielding from crack deflection and bridging [12].

Studies addressing the mechanical properties of bisphosphonate-treated bone suggest that suppressing bone turnover decreases fracture risk by improving bone mass, \textit{i.e.}, bone quantity. Although the majority of this work has been performed on trabecular bone, the site-specific nature of bisphosphonates and the emergence of atypical femur fractures have changed the focus of bisphosphonate research towards cortical regions. Indeed, in cortical bone, the major concern is that suppression of remodeling associated with long-term bisphosphonate use could have detrimental effects on cortical bone quality and toughness at microscopic and submicroscopic levels [13].

Long-term bisphosphonate use could have measurable effects on cortical bone structure and mechanical properties at multiple length-scales. At microscales, where extrinsic toughening in cortical bone primarily involves crack deflection at the boundaries (“cement lines”) of the osteons \textit{(i.e., longitudinal structures with a central Haversian canal consisting of a blood vessel and nerves)}, BPs have a tendency to change the mineralization of the matrix [14–16], which could affect fracture risk and correspondingly reduce the contribution to fracture resistance from extrinsic toughening leading to easier crack propagation [13, 17–19].

At the nanoscale level, collagen molecules and nanocrystal platelets are the basic building blocks forming mineralized collagen fibrils of bone. Fibrils are arranged in arrays and organized in fiber patterns comprising the lamellar structure of the osteons. At this level, fibrillar sliding at the interface between mineralized collagen fibrils and the extrafibrillar matrix represents a major source of plasticity in bone; it is an intrinsic toughening mechanism that promotes energy dissipation and forms plastic zones ahead of a growing crack, thereby blunting the tip of any growing cracks. As an unintended consequence of the decrease in bone remodeling, anti-resorptive agents also increase the proportion of advanced glycation end products (AGEs), which have been shown to non-enzymatically cross-link collagen and to reduce post-yield properties and toughness of bone by altering the formation and propagation of microdamage [21, 22].

A better understanding of the effects of long-term bisphosphonate use on fracture resistance could provide clues as to whether bisphosphonates are directly linked to AFFs. The incidence of AFF cases is quite small, which makes it difficult to identify whether they are primarily associated with untreated or BP-treated patients [23–26] or whether BPs increase the risk for AFFs [6, 11, 27, 28]. Thus, the prime concern of this study is to better understand whether BPs cause changes to the bone structure that could make the bone more susceptible to atypical femoral fracture. Indeed, AFFs associated with bisphosphonates use are thought to be insufficiency stress fractures, \textit{i.e.}, a type of fatigue fracture caused by repeated daily loading of bone tissue. AFFs present a unique pattern of transverse or short oblique fracture with a smooth fracture surface, commonly seen in fatigue fractures [29]. Recent studies suggest that more homogeneity of the bone-matrix may be a possible explanation in the case of AFFs [13, 18], where less deflected crack paths would result in the reported smoother fracture surfaces.

1. Whereas microcrack formation and consequent crack deflection at the osteonal structures provide the primary mechanism of (extrinsic) toughening for cracks in bone propagating in the transverse direction, for cracking in the longitudinal (splitting) direction, the intact regions between these microcracks can act as “uncracked ligament” bridges across the crack surfaces; these features further provide extrinsic toughening by carrying load that would otherwise be used to further propagate the crack, \textit{e.g.}, refs. [19, 20].

The animals examined here were already extensively studied by Burr and co-workers [22, 30–32] to document changes associated with BP treatment in bone from dogs, which present similarities with human bone in their intra-cortical remodeling rates. Mechanical properties were reported in canines following 1 or 3 years of alendronate treatment at clinical doses (for postmenopausal osteoporosis) or high doses (five times greater than the clinical dose). Long-term (3 years) alendronate treatment was shown to reduce the work-to-fracture (toughness) in ribs and vertebrae [30, 31] by nearly 30% at a clinical dose without significantly affecting the elastic properties of the material. Suppression of bone turnover increases the mineral content and the collagen maturity in trabecular bone [33]. Reports on cortical bone from femurs and tibiae of these animals concluded that no significant differences were found in femoral mechanical properties even at high doses [32] whereas in tibiae, post-yield work-to-fracture was significantly reduced in cortical bone at high doses (not at clinical doses) compared to control after just one year of treatment [22]. BPs are likely to affect more significantly, and in a shorter period of time, bone properties in trabecular bone where bone turnover is higher compared to cortical bone [14].

The novelty of this study lies in the combination of multiple high-resolution mechanical and structural characterizations to assess the effect of alendronate treatment across the complex multidimensional structure of cortical bone ranging from molecular to microweels. Humeri were chosen to perform this study because, in the absence of femurs to tests, this long bone in dogs is the most similar to the femur in terms of work to fracture and cross-sectional shape [34].

Understanding the effects of bisphosphonates on cortical bone quality and fracture risk are critical issues in bone health, which should improve our understanding of atypical fractures. As studies have yet to determine the effects of long-term bisphosphonate treatments on the structural and mechanical quality of cortical bone across multiple length-scales, our intent in this study was to isolate the effects of bisphosphonates from that of osteoporosis which is well known to decrease the resistance of bone to fracture. Here we investigate the effect of BPs on cortical bone from the humeri of skeletally mature beagle dogs that do not have osteoporosis, thus separating the effects of BPs from those of underlying skeletal disease. The goal of this paper is not to trigger AFF since we are working with bone from healthy young dogs but to understand the potential effects and participation of BPs on the deterioration of bone quality that might contribute to AFFs in BP-treated osteoporotic bone under daily fatigue loadings. We use advanced x-ray synchrotron instrumentation, specifically involving computed tomography and small-/wide-angle x-ray scattering/diffraction to examine the mechanical properties at multiple length-scales in uniform groups of control dogs and dogs treated with alendronate doses typically given to osteoporotic women. Our data reveal the reorganization of canine bone tissue following BP treatment with corresponding effects on bone toughness, principally originating from changes in the collagen environment affecting bone plasticity at different structural levels and changes in osteonal density and size of the Haversian canals.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Study design

An analytic experimental study was used to quantify the potential effects of long-term BPs on bone quality. To this end, bone characterization is compared at multiple hierarchical levels between two parallel groups (two independent variables): a control group treated for 3 years with oral doses of saline vehicle (1 mL/kg/day) and a BP-treated group treated for 3 years with daily oral doses of alendronate corresponding to the doses used to treat osteoporotic women (0.2 mg/kg/day) \textit{(see experimental details in Ref. [31]).} The sample comprises canine bones from 8
control and 9 BP-treated animals. Different sets of specimens were created for each type of experiments, as described in the following sections.

2.2. Animals

Humeri of healthy, 4–5 year old, female beagle dogs (8 control and 9 BP-treated) were machined into cortical bone beam specimens; the same animals have been the source of several recent studies focused on BP-treated rib and vertebrae [30,31] as well as femoral and tibial cortical bone [32,22]. At sacrifice (between 2003 and 2005), bones with their surrounding musculature and soft tissues were wrapped in saline soaked gauze, sealed in plastic bags and stored at ~20 °C. After sectioning the frozen bone and during all stages of bone preparation, specimens were kept hydrated in saline solution.

2.3. Mechanical and toughness testing

To quantify the flexural strength properties of the control and alendronate-treated bone at the macroscale, we tested unnotched samples from the midshaft cortical bone which we loaded in three-point bending (8 control and 9 treated samples). Bone beam samples, 15 mm long, cut with a low-speed diamond saw along the longitudinal axis of humeri, were ground and polished under constant irrigation to final thickness of ~0.75 mm and width of ~1.75 mm in width. The longitudinal-oriented samples were soaked in 25 °C Hanks’ Balanced Salt Solution (HBSS) for at least 12 h prior to testing, and then tested in general accordance with ASTM D790 [35] under displacement control at 0.05 mm/min, with a loading span of 12 mm, using a Microtest 2-kN stage (Deben UK), with data recorded every 100 ms.

The Young’s modulus E values were determined using nanoindentation. Irrigated samples (6 control and 6 BP-treated) were sectioned perpendicular to the bone’s long axis using a low-speed saw and then ground and polished with a 0.05 μm diamond slurry. Between 27 and 36 nanoindentations were carried out on each fully hydrated sample using a TI 900 Triboln dendar Nanoindenter (Hysitron, Minneapolis, MN, USA) with a diamond Berkovich three-sided pyramid tip. The samples were tested with a peak load of 4 mN at a loading rate of 800 μN s⁻¹, held constant for 10 s⁻¹ and unloaded at 800 μN s⁻¹. The indentations were performed with a minimum distance of 13 μm from each other and any Haversian canals to avoid any effects from them. Indentations were made in cross-section along the medial-lateral axis, extending from the endosteal to the periosteal surfaces of the diaphysis to account for possible variations in mechanical properties throughout the cortex thickness. For each location, the hardness was measured as the maximal force divided by the indentation area, and true elastic modulus was calculated from the reduced modulus using the Oliver–Pharr model [37]. The reduced modulus was computed using data along the unloading portion of the applied load. During unloading, the stiffness value is obtained as a function of the measured displacement and the applied force: S = dP / dh where S is the stiffness, P is the pressure, and h is the contact depth. The pressure was found using the load applied on the tip divided by a predetermined tip area function. The reduced modulus is proportional to the measured stiffness: E_r = kS / √A0 where k is a constant related to the tip geometry and A0 is the predetermined tip area function. The Young’s modulus was calculated from the reduced modulus for each indent using the relation: 1/Er = (1 − v^2) / E + (1 − v^2) / E, where v, the Poisson’s ratio of the bone, is 0.3, ν1 and E_r are, respectively, the Poisson’s ratio and Young’s modulus of the indent. The Young’s modulus of each sample was calculated as an average of the Young’s modulus of each indent on the sample. To evaluate bone toughness, 12 mm long beam samples (3 control and 2 BP-treated) were prepared in similar manner as those for three-point bending although these samples had a width W of ~2 mm and thickness B of ~1 mm, aligned along the long axis of the bone (longitudinal orientation). The beams were polished to 0.05 μm finish to allow imaging of the bone-matrix microstructure during in situ testing and subsequently notched on the endosteum side in the transverse direction perpendicular to the bone’s longitudinal axis. The notch was cut using a low-speed saw and sharpened (by polishing) with a razor blade irrigated with a 0.05 μm diamond suspension (razor micro-notching) to achieve an initial crack size of roughly 1 mm with a ~5 μm root radius. Fracture toughness tests were performed in general accordance with ASTM E1820 recommendations [38] in three-point bending (8 mm loading span) on HBSS-soaked samples at 25 °C under displacement control (at 0.033 mm/min) using the Microtest 2-kN stage mounted in a Hitachi S-4300SE/N variable pressure scanning electron microscope (SEM) under low vacuum conditions at 35 Pa and 25 kV; this permitted real time imaging, in the back-scattered electron mode, of crack initiation and growth and their relationship to the structural features in bone.

Nonlinear fracture mechanics analysis was used to determine J-based crack–resistance curves, i.e., J_c as a function of crack extension Δa, to capture the contributions from inelastic deformation and crack growth in the evaluation of toughness [39]. The stress intensity at each measured crack length, a, was calculated by measuring the nonlinear strain-energy release rate, J, determined from the applied load and instantaneous crack length according to ASTM standards [38], and decomposed into its elastic and plastic contributions: J = J_E + J_pl. The elastic contribution J_E was based on linear-elastic fracture mechanics, where J_E = K^2 / E with E = E, Young’s modulus, in plane stress and E (1 − ν^2) in plane strain, and K is the linear-elastic mode I stress intensity. Using the load-line displacement measurements, the plastic component J_pl for a stationary crack in bending was calculated using the ASTM standard and is equivalent to J_pl = 1.9A_p / B, where A_p is the plastic area under the load-displacement curve, and B is the uncracked ligament length (W − a). K-based fracture toughness values were back-calculated from the J measurements using the standard J–K equivalence for nominally mode I fracture, specifically that K_c (J_E)^1/2, using the modulus values measured with nanoindentation (as described above).

2.4. Synchrotron x-ray computed micro-tomography

Synchrotron x-ray computed micro-tomography (SRµT) was performed at beamline 8.3.2 at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory’s Advanced Light Source (ALS) to visualize the 3-D architecture of Haversian canals and the nature of the crack path after resistance-curve (R-curve) testing (1 control and 2 BP-treated from the fracture toughness test specimens). An incident x-ray energy of 20 keV was selected with an exposure time of 1500 ms, and a 10 μm magnifying lens was used to give a final spatial resolution of 0.65 μm per voxel (camera PCO-Edge from PCO AG, Kelheim, Germany). Sets of 2-D angular radiographs were first reconstructed in 3-D using filtered back-projection with the software Octopus (Octopus v8; IIC UGent, Zwijnaarde), before the ImageJ processing (Rasband, W.S., ImageJ, U.S. National Institutes of Health, Bethesda http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/) and the Avizo (VSG, Visualization Sciences Group) visualization and analysis software was used to visualize in 3-D, segment and quantify the crack path and the canal network. Through a series of binary pixel open,

---

2 For such indentation measurements, a 60 s hold period was applied in Ref. [36] after unloading the sample at 10% of maximum load to take into account any effects of thermal drift. In light of this work, we repeated our measurements for both bone groups with different holding times at maximum load to check for such creep effects, specifically with 120 s and 240 s hold times. No evidence was found of changes in the load or penetration depths for hold times between 10 and 240 s.

3 Note that deformation conditions pertained to small-scale yielding (valid K-field dominance) and to plane strain, as a, h, B = 2.5 (A_p / σ_y)^2, where σ_y is the yield strength of the bone and K is the stress intensity [38].
close and erode operations, the morphology of the bone volume was binarized. Calculations of the Haversian canal diameter were performed using a 3-D ellipsoid-fitting algorithm. The average osteonal density was derived from the ratio of the binary black pixels over the total image stack volume. The tissue mineral density (TMD) was calculated by dividing the attenuation values (or gray values) of bone voxels by the mass attenuation coefficient of bone (4.001 cm$^{-1}$/g at 20 keV).

Small samples (matchstick-like samples with a cross-section of 0.4 mm × 0.4 mm) were also imaged at the BL13W1 micro/nanoCT beamline of the Shanghai Synchrotron Radiation Facility (SSRF) with a spatial resolution of 0.37 μm/voxel (4 control and 2 BP-treated samples). A tunable monochromatic x-ray energy of ~14 keV was used to penetrate a cylindrical bone sample. This was coupled with a 2048 × 2048 pixels with an Optique Peter CCD camera with typical exposure times ~2.0 s per projection. In this configuration, we collected a projection every 1/5 or 1/8° between 0 and 180°. The 2-D projections were reconstructed to slices of 3-D using a filtered-back-projection algorithm with the software PITRE. Data sets were segmented using the algorithm of local dynamic growth, instead of overall thresholding, using Amira 5.1 software (FEI, Hillsboro, OR).

2.5. In situ tensile testing at the SAXS/WAXD beamline

To study the effects of BPs on the intrinsic toughness of bone at the submicron length-scales (~10 to 100 nm), specifically involving elastic and plastic deformation at the fibrillar and mineral scales, in situ synchrotron small-angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) and wide-angle x-ray diffraction (WAXD) [39] was performed at beamline 7.3.3 at the ALS on chrotron small-angle x-ray scattering and wide-angle x-ray diffraction. The 2-D projections were reconstructed to slices of 3-D using a filtered-back-projection algorithm with the software PITRE. Data sets were segmented using the algorithm of local dynamic growth, instead of overall thresholding, using Amira 5.1 software (FEI, Hillsboro, OR).

2.6. Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy

FTIR spectroscopy, performed at the beamline 1.4.3 at the ALS, provides a method to characterize the variations in the quality of the collagen and HA mineral in cortical bone at the molecular levels which can lead to changes in bone stiffness and intrinsic resistance to fracture. Certain features of bone’s FTIR spectrum have been correlated to the characteristics of the collagen and mineral [42–44]. In the 500–1700 cm$^{-1}$ region of the infrared spectrum of cortical bone, the most intense absorbance bands correspond to the vibrations of phosphate, carbonate, and amides from collagen. Therefore, the mineral/matrix area ratio can be correlated to the integrated areas of the phosphate (916–1180 cm$^{-1}$) to Amide I (1592–1712 cm$^{-1}$) peaks. Additionally, the cross-link ratio characterizing the collagen maturity can be defined as the area ratio of the 1660 cm$^{-1}$ mature enzymatic cross-links sub-band (i.e., pyridinoline) and the 1690 cm$^{-1}$ immature enzymatic cross-links sub-band, the carbonate/phosphate area ratio (i.e., the amount of carbonate replacing the phosphate) indicating the mineral maturity linked to remodeling activity by the integrated area of the v2 carbonate peak (940–982 cm$^{-1}$) to that of the phosphate (916–1180 cm$^{-1}$), and the mineral maturity associated with crystallinity (i.e., crystal size and mineral perfection) by the ratio of the 1030 cm$^{-1}$ stoichiometric apatite’s sub-band and the 1020 cm$^{-1}$ non-stoichiometric apatite’s sub-band [42–44].

Long beam samples from treated and control cortical bone (2 control and 3 BP-treated with 2 to 4 sub-samples for each bone), left over from previous flexural testing, were dehydrated at room temperature in a graded series of ethanol baths (50%, 70%, 95% and 100% for 30 min each) to prevent water spectrum interference. Following the manufacturer’s instructions, they were then infiltrated in the embedded in Spurr’s low viscosity embedding media (Electron Microscopy Sciences) mixed with a series of ethanol amounts for 2 h prior to being fully embedded in 100% Spurr’s media and cured for 8 h at 70 °C. The embedded bones were sectioned in the transverse direction using a microtome equipped with a diamond knife at 2 μm thickness and laid on EM grids (Electron Microscopy Sciences). The principle of this technique is to shine infrared light from a synchrotron source onto the sample; molecules of the sample absorb the infrared radiation at wavelengths corresponding to their natural vibrating modes. Light absorption is recorded and transformed (Fourier algorithm) into the light absorption for each wavelength (i.e., infrared spectrum) for a wide spectral range. For the background reference and the sample data, respectively 128 and 32 scans were collected in transmission mode and co-added to obtain the spectra with a data resolution of 4 cm$^{-1}$ and a spot size of approximately 3 to 10 μm taken in the EM grid openings after positioning under IR microscope (no correction was needed for the EM grid background). The OMNIC software (Thermo Fischer) was used to acquire infrared data, subtract the embedding media spectrum and analyze the spectra. The software PeakFit (Systat Software) was also used to subtract the baseline and to separate elementary sub-bands through the analysis of second derivative and Fourier self deconvoluted spectra.

A sample thickness of 1 to 5 μm is required to transmit the infrared spectrum through the sample.
2.7. Advanced glycation end-products (AGEs)

A fluorometric assay was performed to evaluate the extent of the AGEs in (not previously mechanically tested) samples which were taken from the posterior side of the bone. A half cross-section of the humeral midshafts (2 control and 2 BP-treated) was demineralized using EDTA and then hydrolyzed using 6 N HCl (24 h, 110 °C). The wet weights of the bones were on the order 100 mg (range of 78–110 mg). AGEs content was determined using fluorescence readings taken at the excitation wavelength of 370 nm and emission wavelength of 440 nm. These readings were standardized to a quinine-sulfate standard at the wavelength of 585 nm.

2.8. Statistical analysis

The normality of distribution was verified by the Shapiro–Wilk test. For the small sample sizes (N = 2 or 3) used in the AGE, FTIR, and toughness tests, the normality was assumed based on previous experiments conducted on the same animal model, such as Ref. [22] for AGEs and in Ref. [33] for FTIR, where Dunnett’s test assumes normal distribution, or based on the current work-to-fracture values measured by flexural tests since this is another way to determine the toughness of bone. The two-sample Student’s t-test was used as a statistical test to determine whether samples in the control and BP-treated groups follow the same normal distribution (equal group means). The groups are considered to be significantly different when the probability p-value is less than or equal to 0.05. All data are given as mean ± standard error in order to indicate the uncertainty around the estimate of the mean value. Coefficients of variation or “relative variability” (standard deviation divided by the mean value) are also given in Tables 1 and 2 to compare the scatter of the studied variable between the two groups.

3. Results

3.1. Mechanical properties

The mechanical properties of the untreated and BP-treated bone are listed in Table 1. Although statistical significance was not achieved, the post-yield properties, specifically the work-to-fracture and strain to failure, displayed a trend to decrease in BP-treated dogs (Table 1, Fig. 1a). Compared to the control, the treated bone trended to a reduced capacity to resist fracture in terms of a 37% lower post-yield work-to-fracture (p = 0.135) under flexural strength tests and 31% lower (p = 0.075) under in situ tensile tests (SAXS-WAXD experiments) (Table 1). This is consistent with studies by Allen et al. [30]. There was a lack of significant differences in the (pre-yield) elastic properties which is also consistent with the latter study [30] that was focused on the rib cortical bone of the same beagles.

The fracture mechanics-based fracture-toughness properties of the present humerus bone were also quantified by using nonlinear-elastic fracture mechanics in terms of stress-intensity K-based crack-resistance R-curves (Fig. 1b). Crack-initiation toughnesses (i.e., at crack extensions, Δa → 0) trended to nominally identical values in both groups (p = 0.48). Crack-growth toughnesses, characterized by the slope of the R-curve, were also not statistically different (p = 0.32). Clearly, there was no significant difference in the extrinsic toughness of the untreated and bisphosphonate-treated bone.

3.2. Bone quality at microscale levels

To further investigate the nature and interaction of the crack path with the intra-cortical microstructure at the micrometer-scale, humerus samples were examined using back-scattered scanning electron microscopy during in situ R-curve testing and by 3-D synchrotron x-ray computed micro-tomography after testing, in an attempt to discern whether the BP-treatments caused any variations in the bone-matrix microstructure resulting in changes in the salient toughening mechanisms. The nature of the crack paths in both control and BP-treated samples is shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively, from in situ SEM and SRμf images. Crack growth in this transverse orientation can be seen to be markedly deflected, specifically resulting in major changes in direction on encountering the osteons, which run along the long axis of the bone nominally perpendicular to the expected crack trajectory along the plane of maximum tensile stress. Such marked deflections are believed to result from the variation in the mineral content and stiffness of the osteonal boundaries (the cement lines); indeed, most major microcracks form within a few degrees of these interfaces. Crack deflection is an important mode of extrinsic toughening in healthy cortical bone as deviations in crack path from the plane of maximum tensile stress act to “shield” the crack tip by lowering the local driving force, e.g., the stress intensity, experienced at the crack tip; typically a ~90 degree in-plane deflection of the crack path can almost double the toughness, with out-of-plane crack twisting potentially further increasing the toughness by up to a factor of three. However, what is important about these images is that both the control and BP-treated bone display such marked crack deflections; there is no indication that the degree of crack deflection is in any way diminished in BP-treated bone.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mechanical property</th>
<th>Control group</th>
<th>BP-treated group</th>
<th>% Difference</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elastic modulus (GPa)a</td>
<td>18 ± 1.3 (0.18)</td>
<td>19.1 ± 1.5 (0.19)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardness (GPa)</td>
<td>0.61 ± 0.03 (0.12)</td>
<td>0.58 ± 0.03 (0.13)</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>0.561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bending stiffness (GPa)b</td>
<td>11.3 ± 0.3 (0.08)</td>
<td>10.5 ± 0.7 (0.21)</td>
<td>-8</td>
<td>0.336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yield stress (MPa)</td>
<td>160 ± 8.8 (0.16)</td>
<td>148 ± 15.6 (0.32)</td>
<td>-16</td>
<td>0.565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultimate stress (MPa)</td>
<td>185 ± 8.5 (0.13)</td>
<td>166 ± 18.5 (0.33)</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>0.399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strain to failure (%)</td>
<td>2 ± 0.1 (0.16)</td>
<td>1.9 ± 0.1 (0.16)</td>
<td>-9</td>
<td>0.157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bending work-to-fracture (J/m²)</td>
<td>1547 ± 124 (0.23)</td>
<td>1245 ± 187 (0.45)</td>
<td>-20</td>
<td>0.210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bending pre-yield work-to-fract. (J/m²)</td>
<td>801 ± 72 (0.25)</td>
<td>772 ± 113 (0.44)</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>0.836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bending post-yield work-to-fract. (J/m²)</td>
<td>747 ± 123 (0.47)</td>
<td>473 ± 152 (0.77)</td>
<td>-37</td>
<td>0.135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tensile work-to-fracture (J/m²)</td>
<td>3408 ± 514 (0.49)</td>
<td>2753 ± 426 (0.51)</td>
<td>-21</td>
<td>0.278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tensile pre-yield work-to-fract. (J/m²)</td>
<td>1316 ± 291 (0.73)</td>
<td>1239 ± 192 (0.52)</td>
<td>-6</td>
<td>0.828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tensile post-yield work-to-fract. (J/m²)</td>
<td>2182 ± 255 (0.39)</td>
<td>1514 ± 250 (0.55)</td>
<td>-31</td>
<td>0.075</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Elastic moduli were measured from nano-indentation tests averaged using treated (N = 6) and control (N = 6) samples.
b Other mechanical properties were determined from flexural strength tests (three-point bending tests) and in situ tensile tests (at the SAXS-WAXD beamline) of hydrated unnotched beams using N = 9 treated and N = 8 control samples. Flexural and tensile stress-strain curves are presented in Figs. 1a and 4a, respectively.
The fracture toughness, computed micro-tomography in Fig. 3 does reveal a significant difference in the architecture of the vascular canal network in BP-treated bones as compared to control bones. In BP-treated dogs, the Haversian canal density (per bones as compared to control bones. In BP-treated dogs, the Haversian canal density (i.e., the number of canals per bone unit area) is nearly half the density found in control dogs and the mean canal diameter is 26% lower than in control dogs (Table 2), with the canals more aligned along the longitudinal axis of the bone, parallel to the periosteum surface.

### 3.3. Bone quality at nanoscale levels

To characterize the corresponding intrinsic toughness that originates from plasticity mechanisms at the nanoscales (10 to 100 nm), high-resolution small-angle x-ray scattering and wide-angle x-ray diffraction (SAXS/WAXD) combined with in situ tensile tests were used to provide quantitative insight into the nature of the deformation in the collagen and mineral (Fig. 4). Uniaxial tensile stress-strain curves for the control and BP-treated bone (Fig. 4a) were essentially identical at small tissue strains (<0.5%); however, the post-yield plastic deformation clearly can be seen to be degraded by the BP-treatment, which results in a 31% reduction in the post-yield work-to-fracture compared to control samples (p = 0.075).

With respect to how this strain is individually partitioned by the mineralized collagen fibrils and HA mineral (Fig. 4b,c), only minimal differences were detected in the strain carried by the mineral in control and BP-treated bone; however, above macroscopic tissue strains of ~0.5%, the corresponding strain carried by the collagen was distinctly lower (by ~0.2%) in treated bone (Fig. 4b). This implies that the mineralized collagen fibrils in BP-treated bone cannot absorb as much energy as fibrils in control bone such that applied loads are not transferred as effectively; this effect is similar to that seen with the aging of cortical bone [19].

### 3.4. Bone quality at molecular levels

Because the long-term administration of BPs has been associated with molecular changes in crystal composition and homogeneity, and with the accumulation of collagen cross-links [13], we performed Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy with a synchrotron x-ray source to examine the bone composition at the molecular level.

Results from the FTIR spectrum analysis in Fig. 5 show a 20% increase (p = 0.065) in carbonate/phosphate ratio (i.e., with mineral maturation, phosphate is progressively replaced by carbonate in the apatite crystal) in the BP-treated bone which is consistent with an expected reduction in bone turnover and remodeling activity [44,46]; however, no significant changes were detected in the degree of mineralization (mineral/matrix area ratio), the crystallinity (mineral maturity) and the enzymatic collagen maturity (enzymatic cross-link ratio) by the three-year BP treatments (p > 0.05). X-ray computed micro-tomography also shows no significant differences in tissue mineral density (Table 2).

Samples analyzed for collagen cross-links due to non-enzymatic glycation (i.e., advanced glycation end products — AGEs) using molecular fluorescence assay revealed a 22% higher (p = 0.046) AGEs level in BP-treated group in comparison to the control group (Fig. 6).

### 4. Discussion

Although afflicting only a small percentage of individuals, the occurrence of atypical femoral fractures has been associated with long-term administration of bisphosphonate drugs, commonly used to treat osteoporosis. However, there are still no clear explanations why certain individuals are predisposed to AFFs, why BP treatments can lead to such adverse effects, and why these treatments are associated with a higher risk of AFFs.

---

**Table 2**

Morphologic parameters (Canal Diameter Ca.Dm, number of canals per slice averaged on the entire volume) and tissue mineral density (TMD) quantification for control and BP-treated samples. The coefficient of variation was determined by dividing the standard deviation by the mean value.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean ± Std. dev</th>
<th>Max. Ca.Dm (μm)</th>
<th>Average number of canals per unit area</th>
<th>TMD (mg/cm³)</th>
<th>TMD (mg/cm³)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ca.Dm (μm)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>23.1 ± 10.9</td>
<td>63.6</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>822 ± 75</td>
<td>0.091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP-treated</td>
<td>17.1 ± 6.7</td>
<td>35.3</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>847 ± 74</td>
<td>0.087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Difference</td>
<td>−26</td>
<td>−44</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>−4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Fig. 1.** Flexural strength and fracture toughness tests of canine bone in the untreated (control) and bisphosphonate (BP)-treated conditions, performed in 25 °C HBBS. (a) Stress-strain curves (mean ± standard error, the latter shown in the shading) over 9 treated and 8 control samples and (b) representative fracture-toughness crack-resistance curves or R-curves over 2 treated and 3 control samples. The R-curves were measured in terms of the (equivalent) stress-intensity, $K_I$, calculated using nonlinear elastic ($J$-based) fracture mechanics. (The fracture toughness, $K_I$, values of 3.5 MPa m$^{1/2}$ of the tested BP-treated samples represents the validity limitation for plane-strain conditions in terms of sample size.)
bone fractures, and how this can be divorced from the detrimental effect of osteoporosis on bone fragility. In this study, we attempt to discern the first stages of bone reorganization and quality of cortical bone at different structural length-scales by examining the humeri of bisphosphonate-treated healthy beagles. Indeed, the high-resolution synchrotron x-ray experiments performed in this study provide a further perspective of the effect of alendronate treatment across the multiple structural levels in cortical bone.

Many of the effects that we observe are small, subtle at best, but our results do suggest that three-year alendronate treatments, at dose levels used to treat osteoporotic women, can affect the post-yield mechanical properties of cortical bone, specifically the energy to cause fracture (toughness). In contrast, the pre-yield stiffness and, to a lesser degree, the bone strength appear not to be altered by this dosing regimen of bisphosphonates in healthy dogs.

Although the reduced toughness is largely associated with the intrinsic mechanisms in terms of diminished plasticity, this can be a consequence of the interrelated effects of several mechanisms occurring at different hierarchical length-scales, where any imbalance in mechanistic behavior at one of these levels can alter the overall biomechanical function of the entire bone structure. These coupled multiscale phenomena seem to be primarily driven by the BP-induced changes in bone remodeling. The first indication of this intended effect of anti-resorptive drugs is seen at the molecular scale; the carbonate-to-phosphate ratio measured by FTIR spectroscopy (20% change, p = 0.065) indicates changes in the interplay of bone resorption and formation (Fig. 5c). Indeed, when the replacement of older bone with new bone is not insured by active remodeling, the effects associated with biological aging can be induced at differing length-scales, as discussed in further detail below.

4.1. BPs induce loss of plasticity from the nanoscopic to the macroscopic levels

The mineral phase in bone with its high elastic modulus contributes principally to the elastic properties, whereas the organic collagen plays the major role in the plastic properties [47,48]. The results of this study on canine cortical humeri bone suggest that mineral content and composition (Fig. 5a,d), tissue mineral density (Table 2) as well as the deformation of the mineral phase (Fig. 4c) do not significantly change with three years of alendronate treatments, which is reflected in our observations of only minimal differences in the pre-yield mechanical properties between the BP-treated and vehicle-treated groups (Table 1). These results are in agreement with previous studies [30–32] performed on the trabecular and cortical bone of the same dogs after three years of treatment. In terms of degree of mineralization, alendronate treatment is known to increase the degree of mineralization in trabecular bone as shown by previous FTIR experiments performed on tibiae of the dogs studied here [33]; however in bone tissue from mid-cortical cross-sections of the same canine or human bones [14,33], this effect is not consistently reflected, which is in agreement with our own FTIR results. Conversely, the post-yield mechanical properties that principally derive from the collagen seem to be affected by BPs. Although several measures of bone properties are not changed in BP-treated bone with respect to control, we do see a trend to reduce the bending post-yield work-to-fracture of 37% (p = 0.135) and the tensile post-yield work-to-fracture of 31% (p = 0.075) (Table 1) indicating a loss in the capacity of the cortical bone to sustain plastic deformation. These results are consistent with both one year tibia data [22] and three year rib data [30] from this same canine experimental model.

At the nanoscale, bone acquires its mechanical properties through the cooperative contributions from mineral crystals, fibrils and extra-fibrillar matrix interfaces. External tensile loads are transferred hierarchically from the tissue to the smallest particle level: from the tissue to the mineralized collagen fibrils by shearing of the extra-fibrillar matrix which essentially “glues” the fibrils together, and from the fibrils to the mineral platelets by shearing of the interparticle collagen matrix [40]. At small strains, stiff mineralized collagen fibrils are stretched (inducing unwinding/stretching of tropocollagen molecules shown by the increase of the collagen d-period) and the matrix is deformed by shearing. Once yielding occurs, sliding between fibrils and the extra-
fibrillar matrix as well as between mineral platelets and interparticle matrix maintains a constant fibril strain and enables large dissipative deformations associated with the breaking of cross-links \[49,50\]. The contributions to the intrinsic toughness derive mainly from such mechanisms that promote plasticity and hence ductility (i.e., increased strain to failure), primarily through sliding of collagen fibrils (i.e., fibrillar sliding).

The results of the SAXS/WAXD experiments in Fig. 4 imply that tensile load is less effectively transferred at the collagen fibril level in the BP-treated bone. Indeed, for strains in the bone tissue above ~0.5%, the individual strain carried by mineralized collagen fibrils in BP-treated bone becomes progressively less than that in control bone (Fig. 4b), an observation which we believe is directly related to the 22% increase (\(p < 0.05\)) in the density of non-enzymatic AGE cross-links following BP treatments (Fig. 6), acting to limit fibrillar sliding and hence ductility. Recent studies [21,22] have shown that the low turnover rate associated with BP treatments can actually induce a larger accumulation of AGEs in the organic matrix of cortical bone and more specifically in the tibial bone of animals treated with these same agents for 1 year [22] (25% increase at clinical dose and 49% increase at high dose). Thus, one clear effect of bisphosphonates can be related to changes in the collagen environment, specifically to the relative increase in

---

**Fig. 3.** Synchrotron x-ray computed micro-tomography images of untreated (control) and BP-treated cortical bone. Upper images (a) show the 3-D crack profiles (from the R-curve testing in the transverse orientation); lower images (b) the vascular canal network. (a) In the BP-treated bone, the canals are aligned in longitudinal planes and crack surfaces are smoother in between these planes but the deflection angles are more accentuated than in the control bone. However, both BP-treated and control bone show marked evidence of crack deflection as the crack encounters the osteonal structures. (b) Images show a decrease in the Haversian canal density and of the canal diameter (the color scale indicates the diameter in \(\mu\)m) in the BP-treated bone.
non-enzymatic collagen cross-linking, which is known to have a marked influence on mechanisms such as fibrillar sliding. The limitation of fibrillar sliding can act to diminish the extent of plastic deformation, reduce the intrinsic toughness, and hence facilitate the initiation and propagation of microcracks in the collagen matrix at a higher hierarchical level.

---

**Fig. 4.** Results of the synchrotron SAXS/WAXD analysis on in situ tensile test experiments on 8 control and 9 BP-treated cortical bone samples. (a) Uniaxial tensile (stress/strain) curves showing the strains measured in the bone tissue and compared with strains measured in (b) the mineralized collagen fibril (stagger in the gap zone) using SAXS and (c) the HA mineral crystalline lattice using WAXD experiments. Strain values were binned every 0.1% tissue strain; when more than one data point was available, the average value of these points were calculated and plotted along with standard error bars.

**Fig. 5.** Bone composition measured by FTIR spectroscopy on several test pieces from 2 control and 3 BP-treated cortical bone samples (with 2 to 4 sub-samples tested for each bone sample), showing (a) the mineral/matrix area ratio (i.e., the proportion between the mineral and organic content) \( (p = 0.933) \), (b) the cross-link ratio characterizing the collagen maturity in terms of the ratio of the mature (i.e., pyridinoline) to immature enzymatic cross-links \( (p = 0.954) \), (c) the carbonate/phosphate area ratio \( (p = 0.065) \) and (d) the mineral maturity associated with crystallinity (i.e., crystal size and mineral perfection) \( (p = 0.892) \). The effect of BP treatments can be seen to increase the amount of carbonate content \( (p = 0.065) \), which replaces the phosphate phase, which is an indication of a reduction in remodeling activity. Values are given as mean ± standard error.
years of treatment with risedronate [52]. Milovanovic and coworkers have also recently shown a decreased Haversian canal density in femoral bone from women treated for six years with alendronate [14,53]. At higher alendronate doses (1.0 mg/kg/day), a reduction in the osteon size was identified as a result of the reduced osteoclast lifespan [54]. Therefore, it is likely that the reduced bone turnover initially leads to the reduction in the canal size and density as long as bone formation is active [14,53].

4.3. Cyclic-loading fracture

Investigations of the rib bones from the same dogs that were studied here also revealed that long-term (3 years) treatment with alendronate reduces fatigue life of healthy cortical bone of these animals, even though the elastic material properties from the initial cycles were not significantly different [54]. This suggests that the effects of the loss of ultrastructural plasticity and vascular changes may manifest more clearly under cyclic loading than with monotonic loading. Since atypical fractures are thought to be stress fractures occurring under daily cyclic loadings, they may be more easily revealed with cyclic loading tests. The reduction in number of cycles to failure was identified as a result of important damage propagation and accumulation in dogs treated with BPs [54], which may be related to the changes in the post-yield behavior observed here, increasing the susceptibility of microcrack accumulation and growth, and subsequently fatigue fracture. In addition, the alteration of the remodeling mechanisms will slow down the removal of damages and also contribute to microcrack accumulation.

4.4. Limitations of this study

Although the effects are not large, the current results suggest that the reduced bone turnover rate resulting from bisphosphonate treatments provides the driving force for the changes in cortical bone quality affecting collagen cross-linking at molecular scales, fibrillar plasticity at nanoscales and vascular canal size and density at microscales. However, the turnover rate in the cortical bone of dogs is known to vary between different locations; the rib cortical bone in adult beagles is approximately 18% per year whereas it is less than 1% in midshaft long bones [30,55, 56]. For the beagle humeri investigated here, a turnover rate of 1%/year or less is also expected. With such a low turnover rate over a three-year treatment period, the changes in the bone-matrix structure and resulting properties would be distinctly slower in comparison to untreated postmenopausal women who would have a higher porosity for bisphosphonate distribution with a turnover rate closer to 3–5%/ year [57]. It is clear that additional studies on cortical bone with a similar turnover rate and porosity to osteoporotic women would be pertinent to extrapolate the results to the human case.

This does highlight one of the weaknesses of this study, that the use of a non-osteoporotic animal model with low turnover rate and porosity might limit the extrapolation of the results to the issue of osteoporotic women; however, at the same time, it also represents a strength of this study to separate the effects of long-term BP treatments and osteoporosis. Expanding the sample size of this study (9 BP-treated humeri and 8 control humeri) would also provide enhanced statistical significance. However, as a large panel of experiments were carried out for this study, it was not always possible to test samples from every humerus bone, which further reduces the sample size. Because of the limited number of available bone samples, three of our experimental studies were conducted with small sample sizes, i.e., the AGE measurements, R-curve and FTIR tests, the latter with 2 to 4 sub-samples coming from the bone sample. Performing further studies on larger sample sizes and ideally on human femurs, would be helpful to confirm the reported effects associated with BP treatments.
5. Conclusions

From a perspective of seeking the possible causes of atypical femoral fractures, we investigated the role of bisphosphonate treatments in affecting the fragility of healthy cortical humerus bone. By examining human bisphosphonate-treated and untreated healthy beagles, we identified changes in bone quality induced by three years of alendronate treatments at dose levels typical of those used to treat osteoporotic women. Our results show effects that are not large, specifically that reduced remodeling associated with bisphosphonate is primarily degrading the post-yield mechanical properties of cortical bone, in particular the energy to cause fracture. Since bone derives its toughness from its hierarchical structure spanning molecular to macroscopic length-scales, we examined toughness mechanisms at these length-scales through advanced synchrotron x-ray experiments. We confirmed that BP-treatments induce a loss in the capability of cortical bone to deform plastically, which originates from changes in the collagen environment. Here it was specifically associated with an increasing accumulation of non-enzymatic AGE cross-links at molecular scales which acts to restrict plasticity associated with fibrillar sliding at nanoscales; this in turn diminishes the intrinsic toughening mechanisms which resist the initiation and growth of cracks. At the microscale, we found that the low turnover rate due to BS-treatments leads to significant changes in the intracortical remodeling sites, namely the Haversian canals, by decreasing canal diameters and reducing the osteonal density.

These are the initial stages of bone reorganization and plasticity loss after three years of bisphosphonate treatments on healthy bones, likely to drive microdamage growth and accumulation under daily cyclic loading. We believe that these phenomena can provide insight into the understanding the mechanisms behind atypical (fatigue-like) fracture, occurring at different hierarchical length-scales.
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